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ABSTRACT Diverse biophysical and biochemical studies
have sought to understand electron transfer (ET) in DNA in
part because of its importance to DNA damage and its repair.
However, the dynamics and mechanisms of the elementary
processes of ET in this medium are not fully understood and
have been heavily debated. Two fundamental issues are the
distance over which charge is transported and the time-scale
on which the transport through the p-stack of the DNA base
pairs may occur. With femtosecond resolution, we report
direct observation in DNA of ultrafast ET, initiated by exci-
tation of tethered ethidium (E), the intercalated electron
acceptor (A); the electron donor (D) is 7-deazaguanine (Z), a
modified base, placed at different, fixed distances from A. The
ultrafast ET between these reactants in DNA has been ob-
served with time constants of 5 ps and 75 ps and was found
to be essentially independent of the D–A separation (10–17 Å).
However, the ET efficiency does depend on the D–A distance.
The 5-ps decay corresponds to direct ET observed from
7-deazaguanine but not guanine to E. From measurements of
orientation anisotropies, we conclude that the slower 75-ps
process requires the reorientation of E before ET, similar to
Eynucleotide complexes in water. These results reveal the
nature of ultrafast ET and its mechanism: in DNA, ET cannot
be described as in proteins simply by a phenomenological
parameter, b. Instead, the involvement of the base pairs
controls the time scale and the degree of coherent transport.
The striking resemblance of the base-pair stack of DNA to
conductive one-dimensional aromatic crystals prompted, over
30 years ago, the proposal that long-range charge transport
might proceed through DNA (1). In the three decades since,
biochemical, biophysical, and theoretical studies have sought
to address the possibility and efficiency of the transport (2–29).
Such charge migration through DNA is significant, because
radical migration is a critical issue to our understanding of
carcinogenesis and mutagenesis (5, 6).
Photoinduced electron transfer (ET) reactions have pro-
vided a useful tool in elucidating parameters governing ET
through DNA. In the 1980s and early 90s, a class of experi-
ments on noncovalently bound electron donors (D) and elec-
tron acceptors (A) in DNA was reported (7–12). A major
debate focused on whether or not ET through DNA may
proceed rapidly and differently from that found in s-bonded
systems. These experiments provided valuable information
and raised many questions, but a key issue was the distance
between D and A, which was not well defined.
With D and A covalently bonded to DNA, studies of ET on
more well defined assemblies were made possible, and the
effect of distance could be addressed (13–20). Values of the
parameter b, which reflects the distance scale of ET through
a given medium (30), remarkably, ranged from #0.1 Å21 to
.1.4 Å21; b was estimated by using one system of a fixed
distance (13, 14) or by varying the distance (15–20). The fact
that values of b could vary so enormously created substantial
controversy. Recently, studies of ET between modified bases
in DNA (20) were reported with b spanning this full range
depending on stacking of reactants (16). Long-range oxidative
damage and repair to DNA have been reported for covalently
bound oxidants (17, 27–29). Moreover, recent conductivity
measurements have shown the existence of both dark and
photoinduced one-dimensional currents along DNA that were
aligned in flexible-cast DNA films (3). Theoretical efforts
(21–26) have discussed the different modes of ET, direct
tunneling vs. hopping, and the possible range of b for DNA; a
prediction of b for DNA of 1.2–1.6 Å21 was made (21). The
importance of the b-value is in relating rates to the mechanism,
an area that has received considerable attention in the studies
of ET in proteins [refs. 31 (and references therein), 32, and 33].
The direct observation of the ultrafast dynamics of DNA-
mediated ET is critical to our understanding of the mechanism.
With femtosecond resolution, it is now possible to obtain the
actual time scale of ET and to relate the rates to the distance
between D and A. The time scale of orientational coherence
and solvation can also be examined, allowing us to elucidate
the role of molecular motions.
The DNA Assemblies
ET between ethidium (E) and 7-deazaguanine (Z) has been
characterized previously in aqueous solution (34). By using
femtosecond spectroscopy, ET was found to proceed between
photoexcited E and associated Z triphosphate (ZTP) but not
between E and the natural analogue GTP. The measured peak
potential of the cyclovoltametry, which is taken as an estimate
of the standard potential, is 1.0 V and 1.3 V (vs. normal
hydrogen electrode) for ZTP•1yZTP and GTP•1yGTP, re-
spectively; the peak potential for E1*yE• is 1.2 V (after
subtracting the 0–0 excitation energy from the ground-state
peak potential for E1yE•) (18). The ET dynamics of the
EyZTP system were ultrafast but reflected the time required
for the reorientation of the complex into an active conforma-
tion for charge transfer (34). The quenching of the E* fluo-
rescence was studied in a DNA assembly as a function of
distance and sequence (18). In Z-containing duplexes co-
valently modified with E, steady-state fluorescence measure-
ments revealed a shallow dependence of the efficiency of the
quenching on distance, but the reaction dynamics could not be
resolved by picosecond single-photon counting.
Fig. 1a illustrates models of three DNA assemblies used in
the studies reported here. In these 14-mer duplexes containing
tethered E, the position of Z has been varied so as to give a
range of D–A separations; the sequence representing the
binding site for E and the sequence flanking Z have been kept
constant. Fluorescence-decay profiles, steady-state fluores-
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cence polarization measurements, thermal denaturation pro-
files, ionic-strength effects, and studies using various linker
lengths all indicate that the tethered E moiety is intercalated
within the DNA duplex. These data are also consistent with a
homogeneous assembly in the steady-state regime (16, 18). Fig.
1a depicts E intercalated at the second base step of the
assembly; molecular modeling indicates this second base step
to be the farthest possible site from the end of the hybridized
duplex into which the tethered E can intercalate, although the
first base step is preferred.
To examine experimentally the distribution of binding sites
for E within the tethered duplex, a series of photocrosslinking
experiments were undertaken. Irradiation of E-modified du-
plexes at a short wavelength (313 nm) leads to covalent
crosslinking at the site of intercalation and strange breakage;
the resultant damage can be visualized by denaturing PAGE
(35). Fig. 1b shows the damage on the strand complementary
to that modified with E. Quantitation of gel bands indicates a
narrow distribution of binding sites, with $70% of tethered E
intercalated at the first base step and the remaining E bound
predominantly within the second base step from the terminus.
Here, then we consider, conservatively, tethered E as inter-
calated within the second base step, such that the intrahelix
distance separating E and Z in the 5Z assembly is 10 Å
(assuming 3.4-Å stacking); for 6Z and 7Z the distance is 14 Å
and 17 Å, respectively.
ET Dynamics
To study the dynamics of ET in real time, we performed
femtosecond transient absorption measurements on the mo-
lecular assemblies shown in Fig. 1. The detailed experimental
setup has been described elsewhere (34). Briefly, a femtosec-
ond pulse at 500 nm was employed to excite E into its excited
state (S1), and a second pulse at '400 nm, after a variable time
delay, was used to probe the dynamics of this state. The
dramatic differences in the transient absorption decays of 5G
and 5Z can be seen in Fig. 2 a and d. In the short time range,
5G shows the expected lifetime of tethered E in DNA: '2-ns
decay background with a small (14%) 1.5-ps decay component;
the lifetime of E* functionalized on the exocyclic amine is '2
ns when tethered to DNA (16), compared with '20 ns for
unfunctionalized E* in DNA (36, 37). In contrast, 5Z decays
with a much stronger 5-ps component (34%); at longer times,
the decay of 5Z shows a 75-ps (23%) component, which is
absent in 5G, with the '2-ns decay (43%) present (Fig. 2d).
To ensure that the decay is that of the initial excited E
population, we also performed femtosecond fluorescence
up-conversion measurements. The fluorescence transients
were detected in the wavelength range between 570 nm and
670 nm. Fig. 3 shows the transients of 5G and 5Z at 600 nm and
670 nm. As in the transient absorption, significant differences
in the fluorescence transients of 5G and 5Z were observed. In
the short time range (at 600 nm), the lifetime of E* (Fig. 3a)
is shortened in 5Z (t ' 5 ps); As with transient absorption, we
can fit the early time decay to the same 1.5-ps component, but
the signal-to-noise ratio for the fluorescence up-conversion is
not as good as for transient absorption. At longer times and at
600 nm (Fig. 3b), the fluorescence decay of 5G consists
predominantly of the '2-ns component (with a possible small
20-ps component), whereas 5Z shows a stronger decay with the
expected time constant of '75 ps and the '2-ns decay. After
the 5-ps and 75-ps decays, the fluorescence intensity of 5Z
decreases significantly when compared with 5G; i.e., the
ultrashort f luorescence lifetime component in 5Z reflects the
onset of a major nonradiative process brought about by the
D–B–A (B 5 bridge) of the DNA assembly.
The unambiguous presence of two distinguishable time
scales for such processes in the assemblies containing Z raises
the following question: Are the 5-ps and 75-ps decays caused
by ET? As determined by electrochemical studies (18), DG for
ET is '20.2 eV (E*yZ) and 10.1 eV (E*yG), respectively
(note that 1 eV 5 1.602 3 10219 J). Hence, there is a favorable
driving force for ET with Z but not with G. Energy transfer is
not significant because of the lack of spectral overlap between
D and A. Because Z and G differ by only one atom, other
nonradiative processes can be excluded. We conclude that ET
leads to the dynamics observed in the Z assemblies. It is
important to note that both time constants observed (5 ps and
75 ps) reflect the forward ET dynamics, because the fluores-
cence intensity of the product radical state is supposed to be
much weaker than that of the initial state, monitored in both
the transient absorption and fluorescence up-conversion ex-
periments.
For the same D–A system, without DNA mediation, it was
found that solvation of E occurs on the time scale of femto-
seconds and up to 1 ps in water; furthermore, the orientation
time of E was measured to be '70 ps (34). To examine
solvation and internal rotation when DNA is mediating the
FIG. 1. The DNA assemblies. (a) Molecular models (Insight II) illustrating the E-tethered (red) DNA assemblies (left to right) 5Z, 6Z, and
7Z. The Z base is shown in yellow. Sequences are given below. (b) Structures of guanine (G), Z, and the E-modified tether, as well as an
autoradiogram (right) after denaturing 18% PAGE, showing photoinduced damage of an E-modified duplex generated by irradiation at 313 nm
of the duplex (10 mM) in 5 mM phosphatey50 mM NaCl, pH 7, 59 32P-labeled on the strand complementary to that containing the tether. Crosslinking
occurs at the first two base steps on the 39 side (near E); see The DNA Assemblies and ref. 35. The sequence 39-CGCGCACTTA-59 also was examined
and gave consistent results.
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transfer, we studied the wavelength dependence of the fluo-
rescence transients and the time dependence of the fluores-
cence anisotropy. At the longer wavelength (670 nm; Fig. 3 c
and d) the fluorescence signal of 5G rises, and we fitted this
picosecond rise to 1.5-ps and 20-ps components (10–20%); the
signal-to-noise is not sufficient to provide accurate values but
the picosecond rise is definite. As shown in Fig. 3b, 5Z exhibits
the same 75-ps decay component observed at 600 nm. The fact
that the transient appears as a decay at the short wavelength
and as a rise at the longer wavelength suggests that the ultrafast
dynamics in 5G reflect a temporal spectral shift. Such a shift
can be caused by solvation dynamics andyor structural relax-
ation processes; a 1.5-ps decay is consistent with the solvation
process (34). The longer picosecond component may be at-
tributed to structural relaxation, such as the phenyl-ring rota-
tion (38), probed in fluorescence (not transient absorption)
because of the sensitivity of fluorescence detection to a subset
of molecular configurations. Naturally, the same processes are
expected to be present in 5G and 5Z; however, the dominant
5-ps decay in 5Z almost cancels the picosecond rise compo-
nents, which would be expected at 670 nm because of the
spectral shift, hence the observed flattening in Fig. 3c.
To answer the question as to why there are two apparent
time scales for ET (5 ps and 75 ps), we performed femtosecond
fluorescence anisotropy measurements. The anisotropies r(t)
are derived from the intensity of the parallel Ii(t) and perpen-
dicular I'(t) up-conversion signals by using the following
formula: r(t) 5 [Ii(t) 2 I'(t)]y[Ii(t) 1 2I'(t)]. Fig. 4 a and c
shows the anisotropy of the 5G and 5Z assemblies. It is
interesting that 5Z shows a single slow decay ('5 ns); 5G shows
a similar decay but with an additional decay component
('12%) of '100 ps. The '100-ps and '5-ns anisotropy decays
of 5G are ascribed to the restricted rotation of E in DNA and
other slower rotations, including that of the whole DNA duplex
(37, 39, 40). As discussed elsewhere (34), the fact that the
'100-ps anisotropy decay exists in 5G but not in 5Z indicates
that there is a correlation of the slow ET process (75 ps) with
the rotation of E in DNA. Note that the '100-ps anisotropy
FIG. 2. Femtosecond transient absorption of DNA assemblies with 5Zy5G, 6Zy6G, and 7Zy7G after excitation at 500 nm (probed at 400 nm);
short (Left) and long (Right) time scales are shown. All samples contained 10 mM duplex DNA in 5 mM phosphatey50 mM NaCl, pH 7. The sequences
are displayed with closest position of E indicated.
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decay component appears also in the parallel f luorescence
signal Ii(t) shown in Fig. 4b. I(t) is calculated in the following
way: I(t) 5 Ii(t) 1 2I'(t), normalized to Ii(t) at longer times.
It is equivalent to the signal at the magic angle (54.7°).
Comparing I(t) and Ii(t), it becomes evident that the latter
contains an additional decay component of '100 ps caused by
an orientational motion.
There are two types of trajectories with E having different
geometries (orientations), one being initially favorable and the
other initially unfavorable for ET. In reality, there is a whole
distribution of orientations, but the ET emphasizes two fam-
ilies; those poised and those requiring time to dynamically
switch on. Hence, the orientational motion within the DNA
duplex is important for ET. We conclude that the 5-ps decay
reflects the ET dynamics in those structures where E is
‘‘perfectly stacked,’’ whereas the slow quenching process (75
ps) is caused by the fraction of molecules where E has to
reorientyrotate first before ET can occur. The reason for the
absence of the '100-ps anisotropy decay in 5Z is that the faster
rotating molecules are immediately drained away by the ET
process once they convert into the favorable geometry of ET.
The 2-ns component represents those molecules that do not
align favorably for ET.
Distance Dependence
An important question is how ET depends on the D–A
distance. This dependence was examined by varying the posi-
tion of Z within the 14-mer duplex while keeping the tethered
E position constant. Both fluorescence up-conversion and
transient absorption experiments reveal similar behavior, and
we show only the transient absorption of 5Z, 6Z, and 7Z with
a D–A separation of at least 10 Å, 14 Å, and 17 Å, respectively,
and in reference to 5G, 6G, and 7G (Fig. 2). Clearly, the Z
assemblies show unusual distance dependencies in their dy-
namical times and amplitudes. The G assemblies show essen-
tially no variations within our experimental error; all transient
absorption measurements of 5G, 6G, and 7G are similar in
both the short and the long time scans and show '1.5-ps and
'2-ns decays (Fig. 2, curve G).
In contrast, the transient absorption data of 5Z, 6Z, and 7Z
indicate that ET occurs essentially with the same characteristic
time constants for all distances studied but with a decreasing
amplitude as the distance increases (Fig. 2, curve Z). In the
order of 5Z, 6Z, and 7Z, the fast component (5 6 1 ps) has the
amplitude of 34%, 24%, and 14%. The slower component
(75 6 20 ps for 5Z and 6Z; 103 6 34 ps for 7Z) has the
amplitude of 23%, 22%, and 9%. Consequently, the total ET
efficiency (5-ps and 75-ps decays) of the 5Z, 6Z, and 7Z are
57%, 46%, and 23%, respectively; here the efficiency is defined
as the intensity drop in the ET decay normalized to the initial
intensity. These efficiencies should be compared with the
steady-state measurements: 70%, 56%, 28% for 5Z, 6Z, and
7Z, respectively, calibrated to the steady-state intensities of
5G, 6G, and 7G (18).
Mechanism: Transport and Molecular Motions
The striking observations reported here elucidate the elemen-
tary mechanism of DNA-mediated ET: independent of the
D–B–A distance (10–17 Å), the rates are similar, whereas the
ET efficiency decreases with increasing distance over the same
FIG. 3. Femtosecond fluorescence up-conversion of DNA assem-
blies with 5Z and 5G, detected at 600 nm (Upper) and 670 nm (Lower)
in the short (Left) and the long (Right) time range. At the short
wavelength, there is a solvent-alone spike around t 5 0 (see a), which
is absent at the longer wavelength (670 nm). The sample conditions are
given in Fig. 2.
FIG. 4. Polarization dependence of the time-resolved fluorescence.
The decays of the fluorescence anisotropy for 5G (a) and 5Z (c) are
shown. Fluorescence decays Ii and I' (polarization of the detection
with respect to the excitation) for 5G and 5Z are also given (b and d).
The magic angle (54.7°) I(t), deduced from Ii and I' for 5G (see ET
Dynamics), is shown for comparison with Ii. The sample conditions are
given in Fig. 2.
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range. We consider first the determinants of the ultrafast time
scale for ET and then the basis for variations in ET efficiency.
There are two fundamental concepts governing the ET
process, the energetics of the D–B–A system and the time scale
of the molecular motions during the transfer. The energetics
play an important role in defining two extreme limits, that of
transport through the B by multiple-step hopping and the other
that involves a one-step transfer between D and A. The
literature is rich in the application of these two extreme cases
for one-dimensional excitation transfer in solids (ref. 41 and
references therein), in molecular assemblies (42) and electron-
ics (43), for ET in biological systems (44), and for many D–A
systems (45). These issues of debating the role of chemical and
physical transfer in bridged systems and the relative impor-
tance of thermodynamic and kinetic effects have roots in many
studies of ET reactions in solutions (46, 47).
If the transfer is a one-step process, then the distance
dependence of the rates is dramatic and can be described by the
parameter b in a superexchange mechanism (48). In this case,
there is an effective coupling between D and A that depends
exponentially on the length of B. On the other hand, a
transport process involves a real population residence in B,
resulting in a weak distance dependence. Here the electronic
coupling (V) is critical between D and B, within B, and
between B and A. This picture is incomplete, however, as one
must consider also the time scale for the orientational motion
relative to that of ET in order for the transfer or transport to
be effective. Achieving orientational coherence could in fact
become the rate-determining step for ET (34).
In the system described here, with the initial femtosecond
excitation of E, which is a cation in the ground state, an
electron is promoted from the highest occupied molecular
orbital to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO
and LUMO, respectively) of E creating an electron-hole
localized on E, the electron acceptor (hole donor). The
interaction of E1* with the DNA B leads to a hole injection
from E1* to B or more accurately from E1*–B–Z to E•–
B•1–Z. Because of the net driving force (DG ' 20.2 eV), there
is a final ‘‘trapping’’ step which produces E•–B–Z•1. The
energies of the three configurations are determining factors
for the transport. Significantly, the overall transport is con-
trolled by the rate of electron injection, governed by the
electronic coupling VE–B; the transport in the B, determined by
VB–B; and the trapping rate, governed by VB–Z. Implicit in these
rates is their dependence on the energetics of the base pairs
and on the stacking of E, B, and Z.
We may estimate the time scale of ET between the E1*–B–Z
and E•–B•1–Z configurations by using the semiclassical Mar-
cus expression (49). We assume that pulse radiolysis (50) and
electrochemical (51) studies on the oxidation of the nucleo-
tides and reduction of E (18) provide reasonable estimates of
their values within DNA so that DGE,B 5 0.1 eV and DGB,Z 5
20.3 eV. Then if l, the reorganization energy, is 0.l eV and the
electronic coupling matrix elements, VE–B and VB–Z, are 200
cm21 at room temperature, we estimate k21 for the first and the
final steps to be '2 ps; changing l from 0.1 eV to 0.2 eV
changes the value of k21 for the first step to '4 ps. The
similarity of this value to the observed time scale for ET may
suggest the adequacy of the parameters estimated for the
transport, with the indication that the transfer in B is faster
than that of the initial andyor final step. In fact, we observe no
significant change in the rates with distance, and thus ET
involves a rate-determining step that is independent of the
steps in B.
We have carried out preliminary quantum calculations by
using the ZINDO method (52, 53) and found that the coupling
matrix elements range from 100 cm21 to 400 cm21 for adjacent
base pairs and that the energy difference between E, Z, and the
intervening B states, or the energy spread, is on the order of
0.3 eV. Thus we estimate '300 fs per step in the B for near
resonance transport. There is no one defined energy difference
to consider, because the energy spread is comparable to that
of DG. It is important to realize that the effective coupling to
B is sequence dependent, and we believe that the entire
sequence should be considered collectively in calculating DG.
Thus, DG for hole injection from E* to adenine will be smaller
in EAAAG than in EATTG. The l value given above is lower
than those reported for ET in polar solvents (54) and in some
proteins [refs. 31 (and references therein), 32, and 33], but it
is comparable to those found for ET in less polar solvents (54)
and in the photosynthetic reaction center (55); in DNA, the
proximity of D and A to the B and the intercalation provides
a unique environment that influences the value of l. It should
be noted that, in our systems, the transfer is not accompanied
by (12) charge separation; only carrier (1) transport is
involved.
What about the efficiency of the transport? It is apparent
that the structural dynamics of the DNA double helix must
come into play. The ultimate yield of the transport depends on
the spatial orientation of D, A, and the B base pairs—
stacking—which dictates the magnitude of the effective cou-
pling. As the dynamical nature of the DNA base stack gives rise
to a distribution of conformations, only a fraction of the
population is active for ultrafast ET. This distribution of local
conformations will vary with DNA sequence (56). Moreover,
all these conformations vary with time as a result of the
dynamical motions within DNA, which occur on picosecond to
millisecond time scales (57). In the DNA assemblies, the
favorable and nonfavorable conformations give rise to the
observed rates of ET, as discussed above. For DNA duplexes
that contain certain defects (e.g., transiently destacked base
pairs or reactants), coupling is reduced to such an extent that
ET becomes impossible during the lifetime of the excited E.
These inactive structures will contribute to the long ('2-ns)
decay that we observe in both fluorescence and transient
absorption experiments. As we do not observe a significant
change in the three decay rates (5 ps, 75 ps, and '2 ns) with
distance, the dynamical defect motions important here occur
primarily on a time scale slower than the lifetime of E.
Accordingly, the observed dependence of the efficiency
(yield) on distance is controlled by the ‘‘static’’ (on the time
scale of the lifetime of E) distribution of ground-state con-
formations. Statistically, over longer distances, there will be a
higher probability of defects in stacking, which explains our
observed reduction in the amplitudes of both the 5-ps and the
75-ps components as we increase the distance from 5Z to 7Z.
This decrease in yield is expected to depend exponentially on
distance, but in duplexes with finite length, the dependence
could deviate somewhat; the total ET efficiency changes in the
order of 5Z, 6Z, and 7Z from 57% to 46% and to 23%. As such,
these yield results will give a b value that does not reflect the
actual behavior of the rates vs. distance; the yield reflects only
the degree of disorder in the stacking. Finally, we expect that
the coherence length of the B transport is on the order of the
next-neighbor base-pair distances, because a coupling matrix
element, VB–B, of '200 cm21 is comparable to kT at room
temperature (T).
In conclusion, these results elucidate the elementary mech-
anism for carrier transport in DNA. The dynamics of this
biological ET in D–B–A assemblies are governed by the local
effective interactions of D (A) with the intervening base pairs
and by the time scale of molecular motions. In the systems
reported, where D and A are at a fixed distance apart, the
ultrafast efficient ET becomes inefficient by 17 Å of separa-
tion, indicating the increased role of stacking disorder among
members of the B. The use of the parameter b must be handled
with care, as it is valid only if the energetics allow for a virtual
coupling of D and A to the B. b may be used as a ‘‘figure of
merit,’’ but the physics must be clear regarding the mechanism
of the transfer or transport.
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